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-2Nathaniel Bronner:
Sometime we care a whole lot more by how we look on the
outside, than what’s going on the inside.
Female:

You are listening to Brothersoftheworld.com. This is the message
titled: The Miracle Lab, Miracle Lotion by Nathaniel Bronner.
This message is number 4077. That’s 4077. Listen to over a
thousand free messages on Brothersoftheworld.com.

(Music Playing: 00:00:19 - 00:00:46)
Female:

And now for 4077. The Miracle Lab, Miracle Lotion.

Nathaniel Bronner:
Amen, Amen. Right now, I just want to tell you about
another phase that the church is getting ready to move into.
Actually, it’s a product. It’s the first product actually they go out
into the retail world that the church has anything to do with. This
is miracle lotion, heal quick, miracle lotion. Miracle lotion is a
product that the company that James and I run. We’ve been
manufacturing miracle lotion since 1993. So, it’s been on the
market for a long time. It is sold in stores all the cross the
country. We sell thousands of bottles each month. But back in
April, I begin working on a revised version of the product.
And God begin speaking and dealing with me about all of the
changes: the formula is different, the packaging is different, the
bottle is different, and one of things different about miracle lotion,
it has got heals all in it. If you noticed on our banner with all of
the programs of the church. God heals was a program that was
actually began by a profit name, Reverend Luis Berry in 2006.
And we’ve been holding God heals, it’s a healing service all of you
familiar with it, people come on the first Sunday of the biblical
month, at 7 P.M. the doors are locked at 7 o’clock and we lay
hands on him and God heals all with an oil the was developed for
the God Heal service, for the people to take with them. And one
of the rules God Heals is we can take no money, we take no money
for the oil, we take no donations, or anything at the service that
is a perpetual command.
So, the people are given a bottle of God Heals or to take with them.
But when God begin instructing me with the formulation changes
on miracle lotion, he said, “You going to air God Heals or to this
lotion.” He told me exactly how much to add and how to do it. So,
it’s here in the bookstore now. And one thing about all of the
products that are company makes, they’re always discounted for
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it’s not going to be discounted just because God spoke to price. He
says, “$18.00 a bottle.” So, it’s going to cost $18.00 a bottle. We
even have a strong, what’s called a math pricing policy that would
putting in price on the lotion, because sometimes we have
thousands of stores to sell our product, and some of them, they go
into price wars and we haven’t written up, nobody can sell this
lotion less than $18.00. If they sell it for $17.99, we’re going to
write them a letter, and tell them, “If they don’t pull that
advertising down, the $17.99, they would no longer be shipped
any product.”
Nathaniel Bronner:
So, were going to be really strict about it, what God’s says
we’re going to follow. Now the lotion is, honestly, the most
phenomenal lotion I’ve ever run across. When He spoke the
changes, and I made up the changes in the lab and used it, I say,
“Whoa! This is just way better.” And some of the stuff to be
honest, I didn’t even understand. There’s only one thing that
people don’t like about the lotion, some people and is it on like the
way it smelled. Half the people love it, half the folks don’t.
The smell that’s in the lotion is, actually from pure frankincense
or there’s no additional fragrance in it. And for those of you
who’ve ever smelled pure frankincense, frankincense as you
know, it’s one of the materials that the wise men brought to Jesus.
They brought Him gold, frankincense, and myrrh. And both
frankincense and myrrh in the product, but its frankincense is in
it, in a large quantity, that’s what you smell.
Frankincense is, actually a tree resin. So, that’s why it smells
like, the deep woods. And some people love it, especially those
who are nature-oriented. But other folks, they don’t like the smell
of trees. So, you got half who love the fragrance, half who don’t.
But the good thing about in this, when you rub it on, the fragrance
is gone in about five minutes. So, it would not clash with any
perfumes or colognes, but the effect of it lasts all day. So, miracle
lotion, it will be for sale and it’s going to be $18.00 a bottle, but
what we will do on your first bottle, we will give you a t-shirt. So,
you can get a t-shirt with it, and the t-shirt simply says, “You
deserve a miracle.”
And I believe that, if sometime when I wear this shirt, I deserve
a miracle. I don’t know about you, but I feel like, “I deserve a
miracle.” So, the shirt will go with you for the first bottle that you
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I made up a lab batch.
Nathaniel Bronner:
And we’ve been using back in the makeup room. So, one of
the makeup artists is, Aphrodite. So, when she put the lotion on,
she said, “Pastor.” She said, “Can I take a little bottle of this with
me?” I said, “Sure.” She came back the next Sunday, and she
begin talking about it. I’m going to ask Aphrodite to just come up
and just tell you because you can tell you better in our own words
and I can tell you, “She actually was one of the first people to
know.” There may have been some people at the office who hit
the church, “Come on out, Aphrodite.” But she was one of the first
people here at the church to actually use the lotion. And I just
want her to just tell you in her own words and with her own
pictures exactly, come on up on the pulpit.
Aphrodite:

I’m (00:06:16), see I’m forgiven. So, let me tell you about this
product. I’ve been using it (00:06:20). So, every time I go to
church, I’m not liable, I pass on this model lotions. This is what a
lotion, this is what lotion. I’ve used no other lotion no more,
period. I deal with dry skin and (00:06:32) dry skin. Sometimes,
I have rash for me sweating so much. And when I had these
rashes, I usually use an antibiotic cream in order for the rash to
go away, we might say, by two three days, body rashes go away.
If you would put the first itch up on the rash, that’s the first pitch
on my rash. I can’t draw on that. And neither the rest of you
don’t feel too good. But 24 hours later, 24 hours later, 24 hours
later, it’s not, nothing else I’ve use, I threw all my antibiotics
creams away. I don’t even play with them no more.
I’ll go straight to my lotion, pass it an hour, use this lotion all the
time, all the time. To the fact that my daughter deals eczema and
some stuff, to the fact, I just told her, “We need to buy them.” We
did try almost everything in the market, no lie.” We tried a whole
lot of stuff even with the dermatologist they gave her, this is not
really truly helping. I cannot use everything. My skin is very
sensitive, my skin breaks out when I do crazy stuff, eat foolish
things and just do whatever. Wait, I’m telling you, I cannot use
no perfume anything.
The frankincense and myrrh do not bother my skin, it doesn’t put
any marks on my skin, it does nothing of the sort. This is like, the
best freaking lotion that I have ever used. It’s the best. And I’m
telling you all, it’s the best $18.00 you’ll ever spent in your life.
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Lotion all the time. To the point I’m like, “Where has your lotion
came, where your lotion came?” I’m saying, “It’s the best lotion
ever.” And those patches that just like, mere patches of like, bed
rash, I’m even, sending it to all the people, because I can’t even
believe it. You know what I’m saying. Like, I just couldn’t believe
what is so true, is stay on you all day. I don’t have to keep going
back and back and back and I just do out of heavy, but it’s not
that you have to do it. Others got them cracked feet, they let your
feet dry, takes the lotion.
Nathaniel Bronner:
Amen, and when I just asked her this morning, I said
“Aphrodite, would you mind just telling the church about this.”
Because she even talked about her daughter with the eggs about
when how she put it on and nothing else had been working. So, I
cannot take the credit for this. In some of the stuff, I don’t even
understand.
Miracle lotion has no added preservatives in it and the reason it
has no preservatives, and I was working on trying find a
preservative that was more natural that the health food stores
would not reject. And I just heard God speak, “Send it off for a
microbial challenge without any preservatives.” And I said,
“What you can’t take stuff with water in it and active ingredients
and botanicals, and send it and put no preservative in it. He said,
“Send it to have a microbial challenge with no preservative.”
Now, a microbial challenge is, when you send a product to a lab
and virtually all cosmetics will go through this. You send it to a
lab; they would dump germs in it to see if it kills the germs. And
it’s going to do one of three things: the germs will even grow, and
they generally will dump yeast, mold, and bacteria and fungi in
it. It will either grow, it will stay the same, or the level will go
down. And they will test it, at day zero, when they first dump it
in, they test it at day 14, and they test it at day 28. At day 14,
Miracle lotion had killed every yeast, every fungus, and every
bacteria and every mold, there was zero left in the product. And
it came back from the lab, whatever preserve that you got in here,
is totally effective. Ain’t no preservative in there. It’s just what
God spoke, but God knows what preserves and he knows what
destroys. So, it is truly a miraculous product and if you use it,
and what we’re saying, it has on the bottle, the best doggone lotion
you’ve ever used. I didn’t put freakin’ on that, but it adds on the
bottle, the best doggone lotion you’ve ever used or your money
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honor. Anybody who sends it back, we’ll send them all of their
money back, all of the postage, plus an additional $5.00. There
has not been a single lotion, any of us has found that works as
well as the newly reformulated Miracle lotion.
Nathaniel Bronner:
So, for those of you, if you got any dry skin, and cracking
skin, you know somebody with rash or eczema. And We don’t
publicly say that because those were actually kind of disease
claims and you can’t legally do that without a whole lot of clinical
studies behind it. And the folks that have tried, just tried it, you
see anybody with a messed-up skin, use them, just try it, and see
if it works. And if didn’t work, they give you all your money back,
plus $5.00. So, there’s nothing to lose, but this is something that
the church actually owns the trademark to God Heals oil. So,
this is something that could literally transform the church, take
us to an entirely different level while helping and healing people
all around the world.
And see the thing about frankincense, I want you to just Google
the benefits of frankincense.
One of the things about
frankincense and this is perhaps why the Wisemen knew to bring
it to Jesus, the smell of frankincense removes stress and anxiety.
So, just putting the lotion on just makes you feel better. See, if
there’s something about when you -- now, some people don’t like
the smell of the woods, but when you walk in the woods, there’s
something about it, you leave your cares and anxieties behind.
So, when you smell that, smell the woodsy type, it somehow takes
you deep into the forest. And it takes you away from all those
rapid, digital stuff, and calms your mind.
So, there is a power and when you study the benefits of
frankincense virtually, every one of those benefits has been
clinically, and scientifically documented. So, it really does do a
lot scientifically to just heal you, to help, to take your spirit and
your skin. Because to be honest about it, even though we’re in
church to help our spirits, sometime we care a whole lot more by
how we look on outside, than what’s going on the inside. And we
just want to look good on the outside.
God even did tell me a few days ago, you put that lotion on you
every day from head to toe, in every inch of your skin. So, I put it
on my hair, I closed my eyes, I put them on my eyelids. I go all
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I am covered right now, because I deserve a miracle.
Female:

You are listening to brothersoftheword.com. This was the
message titled, The Miracle Love, Miracle Lotion”by Nathaniel
Bronner. This is message is Number 4077. That’s 4077. To listen
to over a thousand free messages, or to send this message Number
4077, to a friend, go to brothersoftheword.com.

Male:

If this message has been a blessing to you, and you would like to
help support this ministry, go to iwanttogive.com. That’s
iwanttogive.com.

Female:

Listen to brothersoftheword.com often, because brother, you’ll
need the Word.

(Music playing: 00:13:53 - 00:13:58)
00:13:59

